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Which exposure bases are used by coverage?



Exposures

When deciding on the 
exposure base to be used in 

a client’s loss projection,

availability
and 

consistency
will always come first.

#1

This type of data is only 
useful if it is 
available and 

tracked consistently 
over time.

#2

for both the 
upcoming 

period and at 
least 3-5 

years of history



Exposures

When multiple options are 
available for a specific 

coverage, choosing the more 
highly correlated option
will improve the report’s 

usability and value.

#3
There are multiple ways of 
measuring correlation but 

examining the 
pure loss rates 

produced by each exposure 
base provides an easy 

“spot check.”

#4



You’ll want to look at 
trends in both 

loss and exposure 
to see if they match 

each other’s 
directional movements.

Exposures

#5

Note:
this won’t always be

the case, so you may have 
to utilize other 
measurements.



Exposures



Confidence Intervals
What do they mean?

If losses are higher or 
lower than 

expectations,
how much 

higher or lower
could they possibly be?

In the actuarial world, confidence intervals
help their users understand the
likelihood of upcoming losses
being higher, lower, or equal to 
expectations.

They also allow users to gauge the 
potential range of upcoming losses.

?



Confidence Intervals
How do you read or explain a confidence interval?

As an example, consider this 
confidence interval from 

ABC Corp’s last case study.

Look at the expected level and the 
75th percentile



Confidence Intervals
What are some common remarks or discussion points?

This is especially useful when 
examining various retention levels.

Some confidence intervals will display the 
lower (or more optimistic) end of the range.

Most are used to show users 
potential adverse scenarios.

For some coverages, expected losses at two different retention 
levels may not be significantly different. 

However, at higher confidence levels, a client may be 
putting themselves at a significantly higher risk of 
retaining more losses than desired.



Confidence Intervals
What are some common remarks or discussion points?

This commonly occurs around the 
75th percentile, 

depending on the coverage.

Confidence intervals can also be 
helpful when assisting clients for 
accrual purposes.

Depending on a client’s outlook, 
they may wish to book and accrue 
conservatively for an upcoming 
period so that they avoid any “bad surprises.”



Interpreting Trends
Leading with qualitative context



Interpreting Trends
ABC Corp Case Study

Recently implemented 
safety procedures 

should have a positive 
impact on their WC 

losses. 

Downward trend in 
pure loss rates 

with implementation.



Interpreting Trends
Leading with analytic context



Interpreting Trends
XYZ, Inc. Case Study

Due to deteriorating
loss experience
by examining the 
pure loss rates.

WWe had very little 
contextual knowledge 
going into our analysis, 
other than an idea that 
premiums were rising.

$

Using analytics, revealed 
the most likely cause –

the two recently opened 
locations.



Interpreting Trends
Common decision points or identifiers

Note:
Actuaries have 

relatively 
conservative 
views when it 

comes to 
identifying trends.



Interpreting Trends
Common decision points or identifiers



For some clients, especially those in the smaller range, recent or credible 
loss history may not be available.

Industry Indications
What do I do for clients with no loss history?

In these situations, consider utilizing industry-wide data as available to 
supplement your analysis.

For workers compensation, loss costs gathered by state and class code are a 
common way of determining an “expected” pure loss rate.



For clients with a credible loss history and unique loss development triangles, 
industry-wide loss development factors could be compared to their unique 
factors.  In these situations, consider utilizing industry-wide data as available 
to supplement your analysis.

Industry Indications
How else can I use industry factors?

Doing so will help determine whether their loss experience is better or worse 
than their industry peers, as well as the where the deviation occurs 
chronologically.



Presenting Your Findings
Lead with results and discussion points

Especially when dealing with clients who are new to analytics, leading with 
the most pertinent information will be vital to keeping their attention and 
helping them from getting bogged down in details.

Try to determine several results or topics you’d like to discuss beforehand in 
order to guide the conversation toward a satisfying conclusion.



If your pre-determined topics involve relatively complex topics, brushing up on 
them beforehand will keep the details fresh in your mind for when an 
explanation is needed.

Presenting Your Findings
Explaining complex topics

The RISK66 library provides a free way to review these topics in both 
watchable and readable formats as needed.

Your client may not be interested in the underlying calculations or analysis, 
so try to keep explanations at a high level.



Presenting Your Findings
Leave with action points

By leaving them with ways of improving or investigating their risk-related 
programs, you’re able to demonstrably show the usefulness of analytics and 
hopefully open their eyes to further possibilities.

Leave your client with at least one or two “action points” to examine or discuss 
internally.



Analytical 
knowledge is 

under-utilized in 
many industries, so 

displaying these 
traits gives you a 

clear way of 
standing out from 

the crowd.

Conclusion
Gaining and Retaining Knowledge

Advanced understanding 

or analytical expertise 

isn’t always necessary, 

but when it is, you have 

an immense opportunity 

to demonstrate value.



Loss projection 
analyses are 
worthless to 

clients who don’t 
understand them.

You should be able to give 
clients an informed opinion,

answer simple questions, 
and leave them with ways to 

integrate this knowledge internally.

Conclusion
Providing Knowledge and Relaying Insights



Next Session: Negotiating Claims Administration Contacts


